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FOREWORD

KAREN J. RAY
Editor-in-Chief

The San Joaquin Agricultural Law Review provides an objective, national forum for analyzing legal issues affecting our nation’s most vital industry – agriculture. In the proud tradition of excellence carried forth since its inception in 1990, Volume 19 of the San Joaquin Agricultural Law Review continues to provide a forum to discuss topics of current interest to those in agriculture, government, business, and law.

Paul Goeringer, a member of the Oklahoma Bar, wrote the Article, Oklahoma’s 2009 Right-to-Farm Amendment: Extending New Protections to Oklahoma’s Producers. In 2009, Oklahoma’s legislature amended the state’s right-to-farm law. The amendments provided a new defense and other protections for Oklahoma producers. This Article looks at the new defense and shows that under current Oklahoma case law it would be viewed as a statute of repose. This would cut off all claims after the agricultural operation has been established for more than one year. The Article explores the relationship between the new defense and the “coming to the nuisance” defense that was already in the original law. Finally, the Article explores whether the law will protect agricultural producers from potential trespass suits, rather than a nuisance suit.

California Producers’ Liens: A Primer is an analysis of the elements needed in order to assert a producer’s lien as provided by statute at California Food and Agricultural Code, Division 20, Chapter 6, section 55631. The California producer’s liens are statutory liens that arise when a producer of any farm product sells the product to any processor so that the lien attaches to the product and on the processed or manufactured forms. Of particular interest in this area is the holding in Frazier Nut which extended the producer’s lien beyond the processed or manufactured products. This Article reviews similar agricultural liens along with the producer’s liens and discusses the case law which has ruled on issues arising in the assertion of a producer’s lien. Available remedies for a violation of the producer’s lien are also presented. The co-authors include Riley C. Walter and Donald F. Drummond who have extensive experience in agriculture law and were lead counsel in several of the cases included in the Article. Elizabeth E. Waldow is a 2009 graduate of San Joaquin College of Law.

In her Comment, Solutions to a Stinky Problem: Congressional Legislation to Promote the Use of Cloth Diapers, Ashley A. Allred discusses the hazards landfills pose to nearby agriculture and the adverse effects disposable diapers have on landfills. This issue is explored through examples of landfills and the ramifications that result from waste management. Specifically, this Comment analyzes disposable diapers as being one of the major contributors to landfill waste. In addition to the major contributions disposable diapers have on landfills, she also focuses on environmental dangers, general health and safety risks, and the unsuccessful attempts by other states to legislate disposable diapers in an attempt to reduce their use. In conclusion, she offers a variety of benefits that will occur if disposable diapers are legislated and promotes the use of cloth diapering practices as a solution to reducing landfill waste.

The San Joaquin Central Valley is one of the most productive agricultural regions in the world. It is heavily dependent upon a large seasonal workforce who, under farm owners or independent farm labor contractors, works in triple degree heat during harvest time and are susceptible to heat-related illnesses. In California Farm Owner Liability For Heat-related Injuries to Their Independent Farm Labor Contractor’s Farm Worker Employees, Rachel Cartier discusses what, if any, remedies are available to a California farm worker employee, in light of the special circumstances of his or her employment, against the farm owner, who did not hire
the farm worker, but did hire the farm labor contractor. Ms. Cartier evaluates the background of the problem, followed by potential legal avenues for recovery, in light of the limitations that California case law has put on those potential legal avenues. Her Comment concludes with a proposed amendment to the Heat Illness Prevention Regulation that addresses this problem.

In his Comment, *A Fish Out of Water: The Delta Smelt Regulated Under the Commerce Clause*, Brian Jones discusses how California’s billion dollar agriculture industry has been affected by drastic cutbacks in pumping irrigation water due to regulations in effect by the Endangered Species Act. These controversial government-ordered pumping cutbacks have called into question the government’s authority to regulate an issue which many assert to be at the core of State Sovereignty. This work examines the modern interpretation of the Commerce Clause by the United States Supreme Court, as well as the legislative history of the Endangered Species Act challenges under the Commerce Clause. It further examines the legislative interpretations of the Commerce Clause in relation to its application to California’s agricultural water pumping.

In his Comment, *What Congress Gives, Congress Takes Away: Tribal Sovereign Immunity and the Threat of Agroterrorism*, Erick Rhoan explores the threat of agroterrorism and what it means for the sovereignty of tribal nations. In particular, the Comment explores whether the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002 is a Congressional statute of general applicability that would waive tribes’ sovereign immunity if, and when, a party were to bring suit against an Indian tribe arising from damages sustained in an agroterrorism attack. The Comment concludes with a look at the inherent prejudices that still linger in Indian jurisprudence, and how this would affect a judicial reading of the Bioterrorism Act.

As natural water sources become scarce, conflicts have risen between the human need for water and national policy to protect endangered species. In his Comment, *One Fish, Two Fish, More Fish, No Water*, Kyle Roberson discusses the impact that federally mandated water restrictions in accordance with the Endangered Species Act of 1973 to protect the delta smelt has had on rural agricultural communities. In particular, his Comment focuses on the exemption provision within the Endangered Species Act. He analyzes the factors necessary to grant an exemption and applies these factors to circumstances impacting rural agricultural communities. In conclusion, he discusses whether an exemption from federal action to protect the delta smelt can and should be granted given the economic and social hardships on rural agricultural communities.

In his Comment, *A Fundamental Flaw in the National Organic Program: The Case for National Regulation of Organic Input Materials*, Daren Stemwedel discusses organic fertilizers and other inputs, and how they are regulated under the USDA’s National Organic Program (NOP). The NOP requires auditing and approval by an accredited certifier for any organic product grown or processed for human consumption. When it comes to fertilizer or any other inputs applied to crops, growers may use only organic materials, and may never use synthetic materials. There are, of course, exceptions to that rule. The NOP maintains a list of which synthetic materials are allowed, and which organic materials are not. The Comment argues that due to the complexity of many processed organic fertilizers, this method of regulating inputs is not adequate. For growers and consumers to be confident that a product is truly organic, there must be a program operating under the NOP to positively verify, audit, and approve specific input products – rather than just a list of exceptions. This gap in regulation is a fundamental flaw in the National Organic Program that negatively affects every stakeholder in the organic industry.

In his Comment, *Has the Daubert Decision Created a New “Pest” for California Farm Workers Involved in Pesticide Poisoning Litigation?*, Ronald R. Weber Jr. examines the Daubert/Frye debate as it applies to litigation involving suspected poisoning of farm workers exposed to organophosphate pesticides. New studies indicate exposure to organophosphates may cause such maladies such as asthma, Alzheimer’s, obesity and diabetes. The results of these studies may encourage litigation involving farm workers exposed to these pesticides. However, proving causation of these maladies may be affected by different standards for the admission of expert
testimony to prove causation. California follows the Frye standard, which is believed to be more favorable to plaintiffs. However, there is the potential for this type of litigation to be removed to federal court, which follows the Daubert standard, believed to be more beneficial to defendants. Both Frye and Daubert jurisdictions are examined to determine if there truly is a difference in these standards. In addition, the use of cholinesterase testing, as mandated by law currently in California, is examined as a method of leveling out the playing field for both plaintiffs and defendants in this type of litigation.

Appeals to animal welfare have never inspired the federal government to limit meat production or importation. In her Comment, Mass Meat Consumption, Human Rights, and Animal Welfare: An Alternative Appeal to Limitative Federal Legislation, Jessica Leigh Zaylla appeals to the federal government for limitative legislation based on human rights, not animal welfare. The Comment argues that the federal government should limit meat production and importation because the amount of meat that Americans consume negatively impacts three human rights: to food, to be free from dangerous preventable diseases, and to potable water. The public trust doctrine and international treaties support that the United States has both an interest in preserving these human rights and a means of legislative implementation.

The Articles and Comments are offered to provide information, provoke discussion, and reflect the increasing complexity of legal issues facing agricultural interests across the nation. These are but a few of the varied and diverse issues confronted by those whose lives and interests are touched by agriculture.
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